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If I had a dollar for every student (or teacher) I’ve heard
complain about SI joint pain, I’d be a rich woman.
Here’s the thing: the SI joint gets a rep as a fragile, easily
misaligned junction in the pelvis, when in reality, it has the
capacity to absorb a serious amount of force - way more than
what we often attribute to it. Where we get into trouble,
however, is when we mess with the connective tissue that
surrounds the SI joint

the stuff that helps keep it strong

and stable.
This “stuff” includes a lot of different muscles, tendons, and
ligaments but for our purposes here I’m going to focus on
three main areas:
The transversus abdominis T
The glutes, predominantly glute max
The latissimus dorsi
These muscles are often overlooked and underused in the
yoga practice. Rather than focusing on the inner unit as a
pressure system, our internal support structure gets
whittled down to

ddiyana

andha and

oola

andha.

The glutes, which are designed to assist in hip extension, are
instead encouraged to shut down completely. And in lieu of
pulling strength and awareness of the back body, we're
instead taught that heart-opening can solve everything.

First, let's chat about the inner unit.

Check out this progression that can be used to isolate and
activate the T A:

As important as it is to cultivate truck stability and have a
strong T A, we’re not trying to turn ourselves into robots. In
order to remain pain-free, the spine and pelvis must also
move and experience mobility independent of each other.
Here’s what that can look like:

Often in yoga classes, not enough emphasis is placed on
isolating the pelvis from the spine. I believe that if we
followed this approach, the prevalence of lower back
discomfort in the yoga world would improve significantly:

1. Build awareness of the pelvis and your ability to tilt it forward and
back in isolation from the ribcage and thoracic spine.
2. Try to initiate forward bends with an anterior tilt, allowing the pelvis
to move first and the spine to follow.
3. Try to initiate backbends with a posterior tilt, allowing the pelvis to
move first and the spine to follow.
4. Think of pelvic tilting on a gradient rather than as a choice between
two extremes. In every pose, the pelvis should have a certain degree of
freedom, the ability to move, so that you can adjust its position to best
suit your needs.
Next, consider the close proximity of the glutes to the SI
joint. In my experience, I’ve come to see a correlation
between two things: flat weak butts and sore backs.
When I get someone to start strengthening their glutes, their
SI joint pain diminishes significantly. Eventually, it often
disappears completely, provided that my student keeps
strength work as a regular part of their movement routine.
Remember when I talked about the difference between hip
extension and spinal extension in the Top

? We can use

that hip bridge movement as a means of activating glute
max, provided that most of the back ribs stay down to help
keep the thoracic spine from extending.

To strengthen the different fibres of these muscles, I use
four different positions in the hip bridge:
1. Feet and knees hip-width apart
2. Feet together, knees apart (not butterfly position keep the
soles of the feet planted)
3. Feet apart, knees together (like you’re holding a piece of
paper between them)
. Feet and knees together
Do 15 reps in each position, aiming to minimi e the spinal
extension while maximing the hip extension. Work through
four sets. If this gets easy, load the hips with a 5 or 10lb
weight plate.
While you’re at it, it’s a good idea to work on the glute med
as well, as these muscles help to stabilize the pelvis. I’ve
included a few of my favourite ways to access the “sidebum” in this Youtube video.

But wait!
What about all those cues to soften the glutes
so that we don’t compress the SI joint?!
I hear you. And I want you to use your glutes anyway.
What I mean by “use your glutes” is: learn how to engage
these muscles to create hip extension, external and internal
rotation, abduction - all of the things they're designed to do!
one of this involves squee ing your butt cheeks
together so hard you could crack a walnut. Instead, create
awareness of the glutes so you know how and when to turn
them on, but also how to relax them when necessary.
Chronic tension isn’t helpful and can often inhibit the pelvic
mobility discussed above.

Finally, since we’re focusing here on the posterior chain, we
can’t forget about the latissimus dorsi in this exploration.
Here’s why: the lats run down into the lower back,
blending with the thoracolumbar and lumbodorsal fascia,
which in turn runs down into the sacrum all the way to the
tailbone. When the lats are ignored, everything they attach
to pays a price.
To bring the lats back online, most will turn to pulling
exercises, and with good reason! Check out the activation
here - watch the area of my lower back carefully:

Did you see how the strength and activation carried all the
way down into the lumbar region? Similar work happens in
the hip hinge (training a proper deadlift) and when carrying
heavy objects (farmer’s walk, for example). Integrating these
types of activities can provide many of the missing
movement nutrients the SI joint needs in order to stay happy.

The moral of the SI joint story:
- Strengthen the inner unit. Learn how to maintain centration
in more complex movements like the hip hinge, and
eventually the deadlift.
-

se your glutes for hip extension as opposed to relying on

the lumbar spine. Your glutes want to support your lower
back, and they do that best when they’re strong.
- Do things that light up the whole posterior chain of your
body. These movements include:

Lat pull-downs
Strict chin-ups and pull-ups
Rowing (actual rowing, or performing exercises like the
bent-over row, or a ring row)
Pulling, pushing and carrying heavy objects
Hip hinging with the support of
the inner unit, glutes and lats to lift things
that weigh more than a yoga block

The short answer: yes.
The more frustrating answer: it depends.
The long answer: keep reading.
When it comes to figuring out how NOT to shred the
hamstrings in forward bends, it’s important to first recognize
a few things:
- Load is required to create lasting change in a muscle, even
if the change you're looking for is increased mobility.
- Loading demands activation. When muscles are put under
load, the nervous system (which is like the master puppeteer
of all things related to movement) lights up to respond.
- When we only load the musculoskeletal system in certain
ways (whether that’s chair sitting or doing a linear yoga
practice), the nervous system adapts to this range of motion
and basically "loses" the loading patterns we stop using.
- The brain can therefore remain blissfully unaware of the
many movement options we're not making use of. This
results in a nervous system that keeps things safe, in other
words, within whatever limited range of motion has been
continuously reinforced.

If we want the hamstrings to en oy mobility gains, they
need to be active in that process

not sub ected to it.

So now, ask yourself - what do the hamstrings do? What's
their job (or one of their jobs)?
Did anyone say "knee flexion"?
If that's the case, what happens when we lock the knees into
extension? If I want to gain mobility/facilitate change in my
hamstrings, will it happen if I always keep my legs straight
when stretching? Probably not. In order for the hamstrings
to respond, they need to be working. In order for them to
be working, the knees need to bend.
The other major reason why we want to let the knees bend is
to allow for movement of the pelvis. Before going into any
movement - especially a forward bend - I ask myself: “Can I
move my pelvis?” Can I alternate between anterior and
posterior tilting? Can I do this in isolation, rather than just
moving my entire spine? We did this in Chapter
1...remember?
Let’s assume that you’re doing a forward bend to stretch
your hamstrings. In order to create a productive - i.e. safe stretch in the hamstrings, try to:

Bend your knees enough to feel a sense of contraction in
the back of the thigh. If standing, think of kicking the
heels backward at the same time. If seated, dorsiflex the
ankles and draw the heels down into the floor, pulling
them toward you.
Tilt the pelvis anteriorly. Think “butt back and up” as
opposed to “butt down and under”.

If the pelvis doesn’t move, use something like a block or a
seat to elevate the pelvis.

eep going up in height until

the pelvis can tilt in isolation.
Move from the hips before moving from the spine. Find hip
flexion (anterior pelvic tilt), then move into spinal flexion
(rounding the back).
Following this order will bring more flexion into the
thoracic spine (which likes flexion!) as opposed to into the
lumbar spine.
Anyone who has done a serious amount of yoga, which likely
means heavy doses of forward bends, will also benefit from
some concentric hamstring contractions, which means using
these muscles in a shortened range, like I’m doing here:

This type of work helps to bring balance into the posterior
chain so that our back body doesn’t exist in a chronically
tight, overly lengthened state. Think of it this way: for every
sustained forward bend you do, find the time to do 10
hamstring curls per side so that these muscles get to do the
work they’re designed for.

And no, working your hamstrings this way won’t make them
tighter. When we work muscles through their full range of
motion, under load, they get stronger and more mobile. Win
win!
Finally, remember when I said it depends in relation to
the original question
Well, if someone has a hamstring tear or strain, bending the
knees in forward bends can actually make things worse
because that takes any slack out of the back line and instead
puts more “yank” in the chain. But rather than asking
someone to forward bend with the knees straight, I’d
recommend they ust

T do the forward bend in the first

place.
Instead, I’d recommend hamstring strength work like what I
include in this YouTube video which will help these muscles
find their contraction again and return from the brink of
being overstretched!

Most people perceive a tight sensation in muscles and
i mm e d i a t e l y t h i n k t h e y n e e d t o s t r e t c h . B u t t i g h t c a n b e a
signal for many things. hen a muscle is weak, it often feels
tight because that is the body’s way of saying it doesn’t trust
you lengthening it more, especially under load. Tight can also
be a capacity issue. For example

hen your calves feel tight

after running it's not because they need to be stretched. They
were just used through their full OM repetitively. Your body
is making them feel tight to show you that they’ve hit their
work capacity. It’s another way your body is saying it’s had en
ough.

- Hunter Cook/@hunterfitness

Most of us are born with the ability
to squat.
But then we’re introduced to
toilets and chairs and the rest
is history. Our ankles stop dorsiflexing
past 90 degrees. The knees stop bending
past 90 degrees, as do the hips. We essentially turn into
living, breathing, furniture.
And then a yoga teacher comes along and says “ eep your
knee stacked over your ankle in Warrior 1” (or Warrior 2, or
Side-Angle pose, or

tkatasana...the list goes on). And this

perpetuates both the belief that the knees aren’t designed to
bend any further and the fear that if they do, they’ll explode.
Is it possible to sustain knee injuries from loading them in
deep flexion? Sure. But this typically happens when we try to
go from being human chairs to Olympic weightlifters
overnight.
Here’s a conundrum: why would it be ok to bring the knees
into full flexion in order to do lotus pose, but not when we're
doing far less pretzely postures like Warrior 2?

As yoga teachers, we've become hyper-vigilant about
protecting people's knees by keeping them from bending
past 90 degrees. And yet, knee injuries are a super common
occurrence amongst those who practice more intense forms
of yoga. Notice a correlation?
nees are designed to bend. Not only that, they’re designed
to bend so that the hamstrings and calves actually touch.
This range of motion, when practiced actively (i.e. hamsring
curls) as opposed to passively (i.e. just holding your heel to
your butt) keeps a healthy balance between the tension and
mobility of the quads and hamstrings.
Since both of those muscle groups interact with the knee,
they’re largely responsible for keeping the knees
functioning optimally. When we stop engaging full knee
flexion, the mobility used to do so goes out the window. We
don’t use it, so we lose it.
We then become more dependent on chairs, reinforcing the
message that the hips, knees and ankles don’t need to bend
any further than that.
We also seek out raised toilets as opposed to squat toilets ,
reinforcing a suboptimal position for the pelvic floor and
internal organs every time we go #2. Don’t believe me?
Watch this and then tell me the rainbow poop didn’t win you
over.
Is learning how to squat difficult after you’ve stopped doing
it for 10, 20, 30 or more years? Sure is! But it’s far from
impossible. The payoff is big, given that reclaiming your
squat will also require your ankles, knees, hips and spine to
return to their former pre-adolescent glory.
I made a longer video about squats here and also wrote a
whole email article about why this is a goal worthy of
prioritizing.

That being said, launching into deep squats after years of
desk work and wearing heeled shoes is only going to make
matters worse.
Take it slow. Isolate the components first.
Do the work on your ankles to increase their range of motion.
Begin to introduce your knees to incrementally more
degrees of flexion over time.
Develop active hip flexion.

It’s not going to happen overnight, but it will happen. And
when it does, you’ll never let another teacher tell you to
keep your knees from going past your ankles.

hen we only spend time in these nice and tidy
familiar movement blocks, we never take our
joints through their full active OM. hat that
means is when our knees don’t do knee things,
we’re going to have knee issues.
- Clayton Weakley/@clayton.moves

Triangle pose is one of those positions that can feel like a
constant work in progress. Often the cueing can vary from
teacher to teacher, leaving room for confusion and
misinterpretation. When people ask me about this pose, I try
to keep it simple and describe triangle as an expression of
two main things:
1. Pelvic mobility, allowing for external rotation of the
leading hip
2. Activation of the side-body (glute med and obliques) to
support and promote spinal elongation
I see this pose merely as one vehicle with which to
explore different components of movement. Would I use
triangle pose to train external hip rotation, or pelvic
mobility? Probably not. Is it the most efficient way to teach
someone how to strengthen their obliques or glute medius?
Not in the slightest.
But if I spend time exploring isolated components like hip
external rotation and oblique activation in less complicated
positions, it’s then easier to integrate those components in
the actual posture.
When we understand the component parts of a pose and
watch how the body responds to those demands, certain
proficiencies and gaps reveal themselves. With that in mind,
we can use triangle not as a means toward a physical end
(like improved hip mobility)but instead as a general
reflection of our movement capacity.

First, I isolate the component parts. Then, I activate those
components outside of actual yoga postures (think 90/90 for
hip external rotation, or stability ball work for oblique
training). From, there, I can integrate those components once they’re more natural and familiar - into more global
movements (triangle pose, a squat, a backbend...whatever is
on the menu).
Take a peek at how I cue Nick through triangle pose in this
YouTube video.
I filmed that almost a year ago, and since then I’ve continued
to polish the cues used to bring people in and out of this
position. Here are my go-tos:

Imagine you’re cork-screwing your leading leg into the
floor, connecting engagement in the foot all the way up
into the hip through external rotation.
If There's pressure in the back of the knee or hamstrings,
think of subtly using that front foot to pull the mat
toward you.
Move the pelvis before moving the spine, tipping it
toward the front foot and then allowing the spine to
follow.
Once the hand is resting somewhere along the leading
leg, think of closing the gap between the opposite hip
and low rib. Doing so will hopefully light up the
obliques and make the resting hand feel lighter or even
unnecessary.

I like to use the same actions to bring someone into a
balanced, strong, half-moon pose. When we can connect to
the strength and potential of the side body, it provides an
amazing lift, holding us up rather than letting us dump into
the hip or fall into the hand on the floor. I really believe
these activations are the key to triangle and half-moon
feeling more empowered and embodied.

Yoga is an expression of flexibility, an
expression of capability, an expression of
capacity...NOT the means for attaining
these attributes.
- Nick ono /@ raceinmvmnt

Binds are tricky. Similar to other tricky things in the yoga
practice, like drop-backs or arm balances, many of us tend to
chase the destination without really paying attention to
what’s being compromised in favour of that grand prize.
One of my favourite people to follow online is Tori Lunden,
aka @badatyoga. One of her "Tori Stories" emails perfectly
encapsulated the pursuit of binding at the expense of all
else. Here’s an excerpt:

“A visiting teacher—who was super cute and so obviously
an expert—tried like hell to get me into full kurmasana
(ankles crossed behind head with hands clasped behind
the back—picture a butterball turkey, but alive and with
better hair)...
Poor teacher. He got both my feet behind my head but
then they sprang apart when he tried to get my hands to
clasp behind my back. He’d get my index fingers to hitch
together, but that grip would fail the moment he went back
to crossing my ankles behind my head. Despite all his
cuteness, he couldn’t teach my body a damn thing. I think
the whole situation was a little hard on him. I wasn't really
involved in the process. I was like a bystander watching
my own body be morphed into the shape of dead poultry.”

I’ve watched too many people (students AND teachers)
chase binds for the sake of binding, without really knowing
a) why they’re doing it and b) the price they’re paying to
make it happen.
I see binds as opportunities for energetic connection.
Similar to bandhas, binds can help us to create locks or seals
in the body by connecting our hands, or holding onto the
big toe for example. There are two ways this energy can
manifest in the body:

1. REACH! Just a little further! Can’t breathe? Feel pain? It’s
ok! I'm almost there! I need to get this bind so I can become
a better person/master the yoga practice/reach Nirvana!
2. Find the work. Where does my body need to have
mobility in order to put my knee or shoulder through that
range of motion? If I have the flexibility to get there, do I
have the strength to hold my arm or leg in that position
without relying on the bind? When the bind happens, does it
feel easy and accessible, like the cherry on top of a very
sustainable pose, or does it feel like the one precarious thing
holding everything else together?
I practiced #1 for many years.
Then I was shown the approach in #2 and never looked
back.
For example, think of a posture like this where too often we
rely on the grasp of the big toe instead of expecting the leg
to hold itself up. Try it without using your arm as a
crane...train your hip flexors instead.

This approach also applies to twisting postures, both in
seated and standing. Here’s an example of a seated twist
where the work is in using my trunk to stabilize the spine, as
well as cultivating internal rotation of the shoulder.
Isolating just the twist:

Isolating just the internal rotation of the shoulder (there are
many ways to do this...here’s a combo of two I find really
effective):

Combining these components in a seated posture:

Combining these components in a standing posture:

It’s also helpful to use lighter binds don't find the work.
Rather than grabbing a wrist, connect the fingertips of both
hands. Or move toward the bind but keep your hands in fists,
slightly apart. This will show you if your limbs can actually
hold themselves in this position, or if, without the bind,
they’d come flying apart - like in Tori’s turkey example.
Don’t imitate dead birds. You’re stronger than that.

Can headstand be done safely? Yes.
Is it a good idea for everyone? Probably not.
If someone came to me and said they want to learn how to
do headstand, forearm balance and handstand, I wouldn’t
teach those postures to them in that order. I’d actually
reverse them. Handstand would come first given that the
training to get someone into this position reveals mobility
issues in terms of shoulder flexion and external rotation.
This would get addressed first so that loading in an
overhead position, upside-down, would not only be more
comfortable but also safer.
With adequate shoulder mobility in place (in other words,
the arms can lift in line with the ears without creating
compensation in the spine and ribcage, and can do so
without pain or impingement), as well as the ability to hold a
wall-facing handstand for minimally 30 seconds (I usually
aim for 60), we can progress to forearm balance. This bent
arm position can further challenge overhead range and
shoulder external rotation, so I’d want to make sure those
components are dialed in from handstand first before “taking
the slack out” which is what happens when we bend the
elbows.

Learning how to do forearm balance builds considerable
strength in the shoulders and upper body - even if we
practice this pose with the feet staying on the ground and
just aiming for a sustained, supported position (shoulders
don’t collapse in, head stays off the ground, position held for
30 seconds+).
This strength allows us to progress to headstand in a way
where the weight stays on the arms and doesn’t transfer
to the head and neck. Conversely, when people learn
headstand first, their default can be to use their head for
support. Most of our cervical spines haven’t been trained to
handle that load, which exposes us to injury (unless you’ve
been carrying body-weight size jugs of water on your head
and I didn’t know about it). When capacity is less than the
demand, we’re asking to get hurt.
Once someone is ready to progress to headstand, I take a
good hard look at
1. Their anatomy:
Try this on yourself or someone else: bring the arms into
headstand position, framing the crown of the head with the
forearms and interlacing the fingers behind, creating a
triangle shape with the elbows over the shoulders. Try to
reach the elbows as high as possible. Do they reach higher
than the top of the head? If yes - proceed! If no - headstand
likely won’t feel good - the weight will be in the head as
opposed to the arms/shoulders. Either leave it by the
wayside or use something like pads between the forearms
and floor to extend reach and lessen the load on the head.

2. Their hip mobility:
If they’ve already learned to press up from handstand or
forearm balance, hip mobility will already be dialed in. But if
they are used to kicking up in these other postures, I would
challenge someone to learn how to lift into headstand as
opposed to kicking up. This will help to ensure there isn’t
excessive load being transferred to the head and neck.
The hip mobility required to lift into headstand is
essentially a deep hip hinge! Watch the action of my pelvis
here:

To work on this in an unloaded position, I teach my students
an ELDOA posture that targets the L5/S1 junction. It does
wonders for getting the pelvis and spine to move
independently of each other.

Once the hips achieve deep flexion (going beyond 90
degrees), the ability to press or lift up is much more
accessible. Without this mobility in place, the spine will flex
and likely increase cervical loading. Is that the end of the
world? Perhaps not. But would I want to reinforce that
pattern repetitively? Not really.

ELDOA is a french acronym used to describe the
movement system developed by Dr. Guy Voyer. In
French, it stands for "Etirements Longitudinaux
avec Decoaptition Osteo-Articulaire". IN English,
this Translates to "Logitudinal Osteo Articular
Decoaptation Stretching" (LOADS) - But it's always
just refered to as ELDOA.

Well, there you have it!
I hope this exploration has served its
purpose, giving you the inside scoop on
the stuff that occupies the nooks and
crannies of my brain.
It's this type of information that has the power to keep your
practice sustainable and your teaching bar-none. So few
people in standard yoga studios are sharing this type of
work, which means a) you're going to be a trailblazer and b)
you might feel like the odd one out.
Trust me when I say that doing things differently pays off.
When we ask questions, pay attention and open ourselves
up to multi-disciplinary perspectives, everybody wins. Our
bodies stop getting injured. We begin to feel excited again
about what we're practicing, and even more thrilled about
what we're teaching. Meanwhile, our students get exposure
to world-class information that has to power to make them
feel their best.
I hope that in digesting this information you're inspired to
keep going down this path, diving deeper into a world where
yoga is movement, movement is science, science is mobility
and mobility is health. It's all connected. It's all important.
And when you're on the Detour of your own making, it can all
come together in a way that truly works.
Enjoy the journey,

